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Ascom Launches World’s Most Versatile Platform
For Mobile Network Benchmarking
TEMS Symphony offers all-in-one, go anywhere benchmarking solution that reduces
mobile operators’ total cost of ownership
Reston, Va., 8 February 2011 — Ascom Network Testing announced today the commercial
availability of TEMS Symphony, a next-generation mobile network benchmarking product, that
provides mobile operators with a single, powerful solution for addressing all of their
benchmarking needs, including vehicular, indoor, stationary, and nomadic testing.
TEMS Symphony sets a new standard for both processing power and channel capacity, with the
ability to scale up to 16 processors and 24 channels per system. Using TEMS Symphony,
wireless operators can benchmark the quality of service (QoS) of their networks against
competitors, regardless of environment, and over the widest possible number of devices,
wireless carriers, and network technologies – including LTE. With this adaptability, TEMS
Symphony customers can realize a lasting return on investment as the solution grows to meet
their evolving network and business needs.
―The rapid adoption of smartphones and the dramatic growth in mobile data usage are driving
higher subscriber expectations on network quality and performance, making it more important
than ever for operators to understand how they compare to the competition.‖ said Erik Tarnvik,
Vice President Marketing, Ascom Network Testing. ―However, using separate benchmarking
products to test different wireless environments is no longer necessary. At last, mobile
operators can say goodbye to the costly duplication of benchmarking tools with a single,
portable, future-proof solution they can use to test anytime, anywhere.‖
Mobile World Congress attendees can preview the new TEMS Symphony at Booth 1C09,
between February 14-17, in Barcelona, Spain.
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ABOUT ASCOM

Ascom is an international solution provider with comprehensive technological know-how in
Mission-Critical Communication. The company concentrates on core areas such as Wireless
Solutions (high-value, customer-specific on-site communications solutions), Network Testing (a
global market leader in testing, monitoring, and optimization solutions for mobile networks) and
Security Communication (applications for security, communication and control systems for
infrastructure operators, public security institutions and the army). The company has
subsidiaries in 20 countries and a workforce of about 2,300 employees worldwide. Ascom
registered shares (symbol ASCN) are listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange in Zurich.
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